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ABSTRACT

The SafeguardsProgram at Los Alsmos National
Laboratory has developed versatile software for the
isotopic analysis of SNM in a sample. The PRAM
code has been used routinely at LANL for years. Its
capability has now been greatly expanded, and it has
been given a graphical user interface, Some of the
details on the internal workings of the code are given
in this paper,

1, INTRODUCTION

The PRAM code1*2was originally designed by
the late fkwge Nelson of the University of Arizona
and Thomas Sampsonof LANL to analyze a garnma-
ray spectrum and estimate the isotopic composition
of plutonium in the sample that produced that
spectrum. The authors of this paper have enhanced
this code and converted It to run on a PC under
Windows 3.1. This paper will describe the
algorithms used in the analysis and explain the
software features that make this a useful tool. A
companion paper at this symposium describes the
new measurementcapabilities of the code,3

IL INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

PC/FRAM requires a spectrum taken with a
high-resolution gamma-ray detector along with a set
of parameters that drives the analysis, PC/FRAM
generates estimates of the plutonium isotopic ratios
represented by that spectrum and voluminous
secondaryinformation about the analysisperfo~,ned,

The spectrum may come from a
multichannel analyzer or from a disk file, The code
currently supports the collection of data with a
Canbena S100 or an ORTEC multichannel buffer,

‘This work is supported by the US Department of
Energy, Office of Nonproliferation and National
Security, Office of Safeguards and Security, and
Stockpile SupportProgram,

The code can interpret the storage format for data
from a disk file used either by the S1OOor by the
ORTEC, It can also read data stored in a text file if
that data is properly structured,

The parameters that direct the analysis of a
spectrum are an important part of PC/PRAM. They
describe the default calibration settings, the gamma-
ray peaks to search for, the regions of interest, the
isotopes to consider, and a number of application-
specific constants, If properly designed, these
parameters can be used for a relatively wide variety
of spectra. Certainly not all spectra can be
accommodated by a single set of parameters, so the
code’s database was constructed to handle multiple
parameter sets. A utility function is built into the
software to allow the user to view or modify the
parametervalues in any given set.

The complete resultsof each analysisare written
to temporary files on disk, A summary of those
results is displayed on the screen; the summary
includesthe estimated isotopic fractions, the specific
power of the sample, and the effective 2% fraction,

III. INTERNAL CALIBRATION

In the first stage of the analysis, PC/FRAM
performs an internal calibration, Selected peaks in
the spectrum are used to provide a calibration of
energy va channel, full width at half maximum
(FWHM) VE energy, and peak shape (tailing
parameters) vs energy, This means that the analysis
does not depend on measurements that may have
been taken under different conditions such as count
rate, resolution, or other electronic adjustments, The
internal calibration is performed with the same
unknown spectrumthat is being analyzed,

A, Energy

The initial energy calibration is used to locate
peaks at thoseenergies specified in the parameter set,
Tim raw counts in the peak channel and two channeis
on either side are used to determine a peak centroid,
PC/FRAM constructs a table of centroid-energy



pairs. For the rest of the analysis, interpolations in
this table are made to convert between channel and
energy.

B. FWHM

Before the internal calibration proceeds any
iiwther, the background underneath each peak region
is determined. This guaranteesthat an initial set of
net countsis available.

For each of the peaks in this calibration, we
chwsea range of channelsaround the centroid: those
channelsbelow the centroid whose net countsexceed
75% of the maximum and those channels above the
centroid whose net counts exceed 25% of the
maximum, Then a quadratic curve is fitted to the
logarithm of the net counts. From this, the FWHM in
channels is estimated and stored away with the peak
energy E, When all the FWHM’s are computed, the
cwfficients in the following m~.41 are determined by
a linear least squaresOttalyfist

(FWHM)2 = A] + A2 E + A3E-1

This equation is used In the rest of the analysis
estimatethe FWHM of a peak at any given energy.

C, Shape

to

The shapeof a gamma-ray peak in the spectrum
is described by a central Clausslancomponent with a
single exponential taii on the low enc?gyside of the
peak,

Y(x) = H ox{ ~-a(x - x~)2] + Tail(x)}

where

Y(x) is the net count in channel x,
His the peak height at the peak centroidXo,

a = 41n(2)(FWlMf),-2 the peak width

parameter,

Taif(.x) = exp[(~ + T2E) + (T3 + T4E)(x - xo)]

F(.V- Xo),

r(x) = I - exp(-0i4ax2) if x S0 and r(x)= O

otherwise,

WtJ have aiiowed both the ampiitude, exp(7j + T2E),

and siope, T~ + T4E, of the tailing function to

dependon the energy. In practice however we set T4

to zero.

The peaks that are to be used to ctetmrnincthese
tailing coefficients are specified in the parameter set.
For each of these peaks, the Gaussian portion of the
peak can be determined because we now have a
calibration for FWHM vs energy, A range of
channels extending from 1S FWHM’S below the
centroid to 0.S FWHM’S below the centroid is
selected and in each one the Gaussian portion of the
peak is subtracted from the net counts. All usable
data is collated togetheracrossthe spectrum. Then a
iinear least squares fit of the model h made to the
data,

IV, ANALYSIS

In the secondstageof the analysis,each region is
examined in the order listed in the parameter set. For
each region a continuum background is estimated,
then the necessaryresponsefunctions we created, and
finally these responsefunctions are flaed to the net
counts so as to determine the peak areas. The peak
areas are used to calculate a relatlve efficiency
function acrossthe spectntm and then to estimate the
relative activities of the isotopes, This whole process
is usually repeatedtwo more times, The backgrounds
are adjusted, The reiative efficiencies and activities
are used to better separatepeaks in a multiplet$ The
new areas are used to produce better relative
efficiencies and activities,

A, Background

For each region, 1, 2, 3, or 4 intervais of
channels may be speclfled as background, The raw
counts in these channels are used to construct a
backgroundfunction. Several choicesof background
functions, bkg(x), are avaiiable to the user, In the
foilowlng descriptions, a data point consists of the
pair (x,y) wherey is the net countsin channeiX,

none bkg(x) -O

flat Tho eqttatlon b&g(x) - C is fitted to the

data points,
Ilnear The equation bkg(x) - Cl + C2X is

fitted to the data points,
quadratic The equation

h&g(x) R Cl + Cat+ C3X2 is fitted to

the data points,



.

exponential

flat step

linearstep

bilinearetep

The equation Mg(x) = exp(C] + C2X)

is fitted to the data points.
The quation bkg(x) = Cl + C2F(X) is

fitted to the data points
whereF(x) = S(x)/S(xh@J), S(x) is the

cumulative sum of the net counts from
the very first bkg channel, X1OW,to
channel x which cari be as large as the
very highest bkg channel, xhigh.
Initially the raw countsare usedin place
of the net counts. After a backgroundis
determined, it is used in a second pass
through the algorithm. The second
determination of the backgroundis used
as the backgroundfor the peek region.
The quation
bkg(x) -Cl+ C2F(X) + C3X is fitted to

the data points where F(x) is ~efined
above. This imposes a smooth step
function on top of a straight line so that
the stepfunction has a definite slope at
each end.
The quation
Mg(x) = Cl + C2F(X) + C~x + C4XF(X)

is fitted to the data points where F(x) is
defined above, This is a smooth step
functjon with different slopes at either
end.

B, ResponeaFunctlona

In the simplest case, one responsefunction R(x)
is constructed for each peak in a peak region, The
function R(x) has the same form asdescribedin 111,C
above except that the tail portion is written as
Tail(x) = Aexp(ll(x - .ro))r(x - XO) and it is
normalized to have a unh area, The normalization
factor can be determined by analytically computing
the area of the function In 111,C amumlng that H= 1.
It Is given by the following formula.

where D.&

Ycrucan, however, specify thttta peak In a region
be fhted to another peak In that region, In this case
the former peak will depend on the latter peak In the
sense that lttI area will be forced to be a certaht
fraction of the peak h In fixed to, For each free peak
In a region, i,e,, one thut II not fixed to any of the

others, a response function ~fif?i(x) will be

constructedwhere each Ri(x) is a unit-area function

describing the shape of a photo peak and f is the

associated area factor. The area factor for the free
peak is one, but if peak i is fixed to peak j, the area
factor will be f z (BRi / BRj)(REi / REj)(RAi i RAj)

where BR stands for branching ratio, R& standsfor
relative efficiency, and RA standsfor relative activity,
At the start, the relative efficiencies and activities are
set to one, The dependence here on quantities that
are the eventual output of the analysis is the major
reason why the analysis is done three times, The
output from one iteration can be fed back into the
analysis for the next iteration to improve the areas
which will improve the ouQut, and the process can
be repeated.

C. Peak Areae

When the response function has been
constructed, a least squares fit to the net counts is
performed using the model

)f
where Y is the net count at channel x, the outer sum
rangesover the !lee peaksin the region, and the inner
sum ranges over the peaks fixed to a free peak
(including the free peak itself), The area of each
peak is given by the product C~jj,

D, RelativeEfilclenclu

For the peaks in the parameter set that are tagged
to be used in determining the relative efficiencies, let
N be the number of isotopes represented and M the
number of II If~clency functions chosen, PC/FRAM
usesthe followhtg empirical model,

Y = Cl + C’2E-2 + C3(ht l?) + C4(ln E)2

+ Cs(ln E}3 + C~+ CjE-l

In this fortmh Y Is the Iogarlthm of the ratio of
the peak area to It! branching ratio, There are N- I
terms Cl for the hmtopesbeyond Ihe first one. There
are M-1 terms L) for the different efficiency
functions beyond the first one, A linear least squares
analysls Is performed to determine the unknown
coefficients which In turn defines the efficiency
function usedht the restof the analysls,



E, RelativeActivities

The model

AWU = ~Ci~(BR))(REj)
i j

is used 10 calculate relative activities of the isotopes.

In this formula, the outer sum ranges over the
isotopes and the Inner sum includes !he peaks
belonging to that isotope and any other peaks
“summed” with them. A linear least squares analysis

is performed to determine the coefficients, which am
the required relative activities.

V, SUMMARY

After the last iteration, the final relative activldcs
are converted to rclatlve masses, Tlwse am then used
to compute the absolute isotopic fractions without
242%, ~e mount of 242Pu is either entered by the

operator at the time an analysis is requested or it is
calculated by the following conulatlon scheme.

242~ . A * (238p@ ● (239pu~ ● (M@@ ●

(241~+241*m)~

The isotopic fractions are then renormalized to
account for 242Pu,

Two other results are reportsd. The first is the
spcclflc power of the sample and the other Is the
effective 240Pu fraction, Both of these quantities are
calculated from the Isotopic fractions and appropriate

constants found In the puarneter set.

VI, SOFTWARE TOOLS

PC/FRAM comes with a number of softwire
tools that arc very useful for the ope.ctroacoplIIi Tltey
arc all Invoked by selectlng particular ophru in the

menu system provided by the program.

A. Sdtlng Ddmults

A number of operatlonu performed by thin
program depend on Infontmtlon mtpp]iod by tho user,
Thin information Is collected by meins of “dialog
hexes” on the screen, Although those may ueem

compllcmed for routine use by a novice, h is pmlble
to edit these dialog boxes mid efitabllsh default values

for all the required responses, If them do not change

over a pericd of llme, one cm’t gel pNl them with an
Ill[lo a~ a slnglc keyntroke or mouse cllck,

B. Change Pammeter Utility

This utility allows you to manipulate the

parameter sets in the database. When you open a

parameter set, you transfer it to a “worksheet” in
memory. There you can choose to view or modify

any of the parameter vafues or both. The information

about [he peaks, regions, and isotopes will be
displayed as a spreadsheet. You may save the

changes back to the database or even save the whole
worksheet as a new parameter set in the database.

You generate a hard copy listing of the parameter
values on the system primer, You can “export” the

parameters, i.e., save them in text formal in a disk

file. You can “import” parameter values from a

previously exported text file, This allows for the

transferal of information from one system to another,

You can remove a parameter set from the database,
You can even delete all the parameter sets from the
datobase and sw from scratch. In Fig. 1 there is an
example of how the isotope information is organimd

and presented to the user for review or modification

or both,

C. DfJplay Of Spectrum

When spectral dam Is mad into memory either

from a multichannel analyzer or from a disk fllo

during an analysis, it slays msiden[ in memory until
ovenvritten later, One of the options available in the
program allown you to graphically view this
tpectrum, The window in which the spectrum is

plotted also has a number of controls which give you
many of the faatums of an MCA emulttor, You can

expand in either the horizontal or the vertical
direction, You can scroll the spectrum either

horizontally or vertically. You can manipulate a

cursor and tell what the coun[s am for any given

channel, But In addltlon to all this, you cmt red In a

psrsmeter set and have ito region Informmion

overlaid on the plol of the spectrum, Polntn

Honglng to a mglon intervtl wIII be plotted in red
while polnte belonging to a background interval wIII

be plotted In green, ThlI Is enormously useful In

delermhting how well the chosen mgiona mmch the

type of spectrum you hcve, In Flgi 2 there Is tn
example of a spectral dlsplny amII would first appeat
In Ihe window,

D. ~pky Of FltI

A complete set of the reoulte of each analytls la
saved on dlIk, One of the options nvallable In the

progrmm allowI you 10 view the reculta of the



response function fits for each region. A plot is
generated on screen for a given region with the
spectralcounts plotted as black points, the calculated
backgroundplotted asa green line, and the sum of all
the responsefunctions plotted as a red line. You can
chooseto display this for any of the regions used in
the analysis, You can expand in either the horizontal
or the vertical direction. You can scroll the spectrum
either horizontally or vertically. You can manipulate
a cursor and tell what valuescorrespondto any given
channel on any of the three plots. An example of
sucha plot appearsin Fig, 3,

E. Displayof Efficiencies

One of the options available in the program
allows you to view the results of the relative
efficiency calculations, You can view a plot of the
relative efficiency curve that the program produced
along with the data points usedto generate that curve.
An example of this plot appearsin Fig. 4.

F. Displayof Results

For the very last analysis or for any previous
analysis in which the resultswere saved, thoseresults

can be displayedon the screenor sent to the printer in
various levels of detail.
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Fig. 1, &ample of the spreadsheetpresentationof isotopeinformation in a particular
parameter set.
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Fig, 2, Example of a spectruldisplay,
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Fig. 3. &ample of a display of the resultsof thejltting ptocessfor taparticular region.
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Fig, 4, Example ofa display of the relative eflciency curve generatedduring the courseof
an analysis.


